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Welcome to the 21st
Prior Weston School
& Children’s Centre
Auction of Promises
Once again we have been overwhelmed by the
enthusiasm everyone has put into offering and
sourcing promises. Thank you! There are 100
fantastic lots which have been divided into two
separate auctions - a LIVE auction and a SILENT
auction.
Since the Auction of Promises began 21 years ago,
the PTA has funded wonderful new experiences
and learning opportunities for our children. School
trips have been free including the Christmas
performances, and we have supported families
with a financial need so that their child can go on
residential school journeys.

Happy browsing and successful bidding!!

General Rules
‘Prior Weston PTA’ makes no warranty or representation of
any kind with respect to any items or services sold. Please
inspect where possible.
Many images included in this catalogue are used to capture
the spirit of the promise and are not images of the actual
item. Please look at the items before you bid.
All items must be paid for in full before the buyer’s departure
for the evening. Payment can be in cash or, preferably,
cheque accompanied by a banker’s card. Unfortunately we
cannot accept credit or debit cards.
Payment for the live and the silent auctions will be handled
in two separate queues on the night. Please start writing out
your cheque to ‘Prior Weston PTA’ as you queue. It helps the
time pass.
Services and other intangible items will be delivered through
private arrangement between buyer and donor, at their
mutual convenience.
All sales are final and there will be no exchange or refund
on items. Unless otherwise specified, or mutually agreed
between buyer and donor, all auctioned services must be
used within three months of the auction date.

HOW TO BID
Live Auction Rules

It is the bidder’s responsibility to ensure that the auctioneer
sees their bid. The highest bidder acknowledged by the
auctioneer shall be the purchaser. As each lot is sold, the
auctioneer will ask the purchaser their bidding number. In the
event of any dispute, the auctioneer’s decision shall be final.
At the fall of the auctioneer’s gavel, title to the article passes
to the highest bidder who thereupon assumes full risk and
responsibility for the article.

Sealed Bids

If you cannot be present at the live auction, you can leave
a sealed bid. Write your name, address, phone number,
child’s name and class followed by the lot number and brief
description, together with the highest bid you are prepared
to make. Put this in an envelope clearly marked ‘Sealed Bid’.
Return this to a PTA member. Each lot with a sealed bid will
be indicated as such to all.

Silent Auction Rules

All those wishing to place a bid for a silent auction item
will need to obtain their own unique bidding number from
a member of the PTA. Bids are anonymous and only the
bidding number is used during bidding.
Silent auction promises will be displayed on a display board
in the school hall. Bids are placed against each item in
sequential order, each person out-bidding the last, until the
close of the auction when the highest bid wins. You may
place as many bids as you like on any one item provided you
bid higher than the previous bidder.
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Live Lots
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Stroll, learn and drink
Literary Walk No. 5. Follow in the steps of Lamb, Hazlitt,
the famous Opium-Eater Thomas De Quincey and Dickens
through the dark streets and sunny squares of Covent Garden
and Soho. Drinks & wholly educational pub stops included.

lot no. 1

Conditions: Open-ended
Thanks to: Gregory Dart

The perfect package for an Elvis fan
The perfect package for an Elvis fan! A copy of Elvis Style:
From Zoot Suits to Jumpsuits signed by the author Zoey Goto,
plus a pot of limited edition American Crew/Elvis Presley
grooming cream and hair molding clay. The Elvis Style book
is a celebration of the aesthetic world of Elvis Presley, from
his iconic hairstyles and stage-wear, to his expressive home
interiors. Viva The King, Viva Elvis!

lot no. 2

Thanks to: Zoey Goto

Sunny days are picnic days
Sunny days outdoors are upon us! We’ll prepare you a lovely
home-made hamper for your picnic in style. For 4 to 6
people.

lot no. 3

Conditions: Use by September & please allow sufficient advance
notice.
Thanks to: Nele & Simon Brauner-Cave

Pentagon Petal
Two framed scaled drawings, signed, 30 x 30 cm, printed
on Hahnemühle archival paper, with interpretation booklet.
Pentagon Petal was a site specific installation for the
Rootstein Hopkins Parade Ground next to Tate Britain by
architects Casper Mueller Kneer and artist Fran Cottell.
The installation edited and scaled the floor plan of the
infamous Millbank prison that once occupied this site, into a
socially active figure: a flower shaped bench.
Thanks to: Casper Mueller Kneer Architects

lot no. 4

You’re talking too much
Print on watercolour paper, approximately A4

lot no. 5

Thanks to: Sam Hunt

Untitled
Untitled, 2009 by Alain Miller (British, b.1963)
Oil on Canvas
110 x 85 cm

lot no. 6

Thanks to: Maria von Köhler

Glamorous jewels
Hand Made Contemporary Necklace. Bold, contemporary
jewellery. Hand crafted. Bright, bold patterning. Modern,
textural finishes. Designed and made by Emily Jones.

lot no. 7

Conditions: To be redeemed by end of August 2018.
Thanks to: Emily Jones, Yr 3

Cricket top and bat
Middlesex cricket top and bat A top signed by Australian
cricketer Adam Voges. It’s a mens size medium for the adult
cricket fan. And for your little one, a mini cricket bat signed
by a Middlesex cricket player.
Conditions: Collect from Katie
Thanks to: Middlesex Cricket Club Middlesex cricket club

lot no. 8

Tintin and secret of literature
Rare signed first hardback edition of ‘Tintin and the Secret of
Literature’, by Tom McCarthy (Granta Books 2006)
Described by the Times as ‘a fascinating and sometimes
disturbing work of deconstruction’, the Telegraph as
‘brilliant’ and the Economist as ‘drivel’; read variously as a
literary essay, a parody and a novel-in-disguise, novelist
Tom McCarthy’s book is built around a simple question: are
the Tintin books great literature? Taking his cue from Tintin
himself, who tracks down illicit radio signals and decodes
puzzles, McCarthy suggests that we too need to ‘tune in’
and decode if we want to capture what’s really going on in
Hergé’s work.

lot no. 9

Thanks to: Tom McCarthy

Méditerranée
“Méditerranée” Plaque: 19,5x 19,5; paper: 30x 30 Engraving
on copper; Dry pointe- aquatint 2/15 Paper: Hannemulh
250g

lot no. 10

Thanks to: Elizabeth Compain http://www.e-compain.com/

Get the Shot Story - Pierrot le Fou
Get the Shot Story 0027 - Pierrot le Fou - #06 from
the eponymous series by netcius - Sandra von Lucius
photography (photo.netcius.net)
Limited edition print (20 + 2)
56 cm x 37 cm mounted on aluminium

lot no. 11

Thanks to: Sandra von Lucius

Semaphore
Semaphore, 2018, by Melissa Price
Needlepoint, 215 x 215mm, framed, signed on reverse
Traditionally, needlepoint is used for cushions, seat covers
and other soft furnishings, but Melissa’s needlepoint work
takes a more graphic approach, emphasising the beautiful
hand-stitched texture through use of flat colour and shape.
Each piece takes over 10 hours of stitching to complete.
Thanks to: Melissa Price

lot no. 12

Dot Waving
Dot Waving by Fiona Woodcock, 2016, signed Giclée print,
300 x 400mm, framed. The print is an image from children’s
book ‘A Dot in the Snow’ written by Corrinne Averiss and
illustrated by Fiona Woodcock. A charming story of a curious
polar bear and a little girl lost in the snow, ‘A Dot in the
Snow’ was nominated for the Kate Greenaway award, and it
was read by Maureen Lipman on CBeebies Bedtime Stories.
Along with the framed print comes a signed copy of the book.

lot no. 13

Thanks to: Fiona Woodcock

Pure Hygge
Hygge describes a moment as cosy, charming or special. And
this is a Danish hamper of pure hygge All the ingredients you
need for a night of hygge.

lot no. 14

Thanks to: Christel Hawkins

Be prepared - top tutoring
Tuition Workshop + Exam Prep and guidance. Two Sessions
of academic tuitions with Qualified Investment Banker who
is now a full time professional tutor, specialises in Subjects :
Maths/ English/ Verbal Reasoning/ Non-Verbal Reasoning for
KS1, KS2, SAT’s and Selective School Exam Prep ( Grammar
School/ 7+/11+). BONUS - Successful Bidder/Parent can also
claim 1 hour exam prep advise and guidance over coffee.

lot no. 15

Conditions: 2 Sessions in one chosen Subject for 1 child only ( 1
hour per lesson). Lessons are taken at my home near Old Street.
Please book sessions in advance and to be taken before end of this
school year. Exam prep advice for parents only.
Thanks to: Dhwani Shah

Nifty Knit
I will knit a jumper or cardigan for a child up to Y6. Any
pattern, colours, style. You provide the wool and I will help
you choose a pattern.

Conditions: Will take about six weeks once I have the wool. Please
provide this before the summer holidays and it will be ready for the
September term.
Thanks to: Anna Parkinson

lot no. 16

Image recovery
Do you have a cherished photograph that’s seen better
days? I can retouch a couple of your photos back to a more
presentable condition and supply new digital prints for you.
I use photoshop to carefully retouch the photos which can
be a painstaking process. A single image can take days to
complete, depending on how bad the original is, but the
results can be quite dramatic.

lot no. 17

Conditions: Offer valid for one year. The process doesn’t work quite
so well on linen effect, textured papers unfortunately.
Thanks to: Russell Bell

Create your business brand
Design Workshop Designer and creative director Emma Booty
can advise you on your visual identity, design and brand
proposition for your business or idea. Here is a one-on-one
three hour working session. In this time it could be focused
on planning of the brand, exploring the opportunity, or
Emma creating some designs and visual themes, with your
input, whatever is most appropriate. Emma has many years
experience as a designer and creative director working on
both major brands and small independent projects.

lot no. 18

Conditions: By end of summer term
Thanks to: Laliv Appleton Yr 2

Townhouse
‘Townhouse’ 2018 Laurence Quinn 30 x 42cm Giclée print
on Hahnemühle Photo Rag paper Artist Proof 1 of 10 A
giclée print of a facade study of a 1870’s townhouse in
Kensington, originally designed by the Glaswegian architect JJ
Stevenson in the Queen Anne revival style.

lot no. 19

Thanks to: Quinn Architects Quinn Architects

Super scents
An invitation to mix a unique perfume formula for oneself at
Bloom Perfumery’s lab.
More details at https://bloomperfume.co.uk/bespoke
Conditions: booking required, it’s for one person mixing
Thanks to: Bloom Perfumery

lot no. 20

I don’t mind
Print on watercolour paper
approx A4

lot no. 21

Thanks to: Sam Hunt

See anything you want
With this lot you can choose to see anything you want at the
Barbican. Two free tickets to an event of your choice in either
the Hall, Theatre, Gallery or Cinemas. You can browse events
on our website at www.barbican.org.uk.

lot no. 22

Conditions: Tickets are subject to availability and the prize must be
redeemed by the end of July 2018.
Thanks to: Barbican Centre

Gone but not forgotten
Untitled (Tile) 2018 Silver Gelatin photograph 6 x 6 inches
The photograph depicts the iconic design of the tiles of the
recently demolished Bernard Morgan House.

lot no. 23

Thanks to: Eva Stenram

Still never mind about Brexit
Still never mind about Brexit... Enjoy a warm French lunch
or dinner at our place by Old Street round about, (Shoreditch
side)
Conditions: Up to 6 people; on an agreed Saturday before the next
auction. Non vegetarian please!
Thanks to: Leonie (YR3), Elliott (YR6) and Achille (YR9)

lot no. 24

Empire State Building
A framed print of the Empire State Building. An axonometric
projection of this iconic New York landmark, drawn by hand
the old fashioned way, using technical pens and set squares.
The framed print measures 455mm x 958mm.

lot no. 25

Thanks to: Russell Bell

Twinkle Toes
A pair of Justin Deakin shoes. Come along to the store and
select a pair of either men’s or women’s shoes or boots
of your choice. These shoes are beautifully made from the
finest leathers and materials. All the shoes are designed with
individuality and style. A great lot for all the shoe lovers.
Justin Deakin, 22 Hanbury St London E1 6QR.

lot no. 26

Conditions: No snakeskin available in this lot.
Thanks to: Justin Deakin

Spaghetti Junction: Orange crush

lot no. 27

Melissa Price, 2016, 500 x 700mm, framed. Screenprinted in
white and silver ink on Mallard Green Kaskad in an edition of
40. Orange Crush Interchange in Los Angeles is notorious for
jams and delays, especially when there’s a ball game at the
nearby Anaheim Stadium. The interchange is believed to have
been christened by a local radio presenter, Orange Crush
referring to the beverage and also the traffic jams. There
are 34 different routes through the junction, linking the I-5,
SR22 and SR57 freeways. The junction’s shape is constrained
by its connection to the strongly gridded ground level street
pattern, giving rise to straight sections which contrast nicely
Thanks to: Melissa Price
with the crazily looped connecting ramps.

Nadja Red Square
Collage, 2015, by Fred Scott

Thanks to: Fred Scott

lot no. 32

Volpone
A sly fox roams your neighbourhood at night, watching,
playing, floating.
Volpone, mixed media, 153mm x 237mm, framed in oak

lot no. 29

Thanks to: Mark Lemanski

Almost all covered
Print on watercolour paper
approximately A4 size

lot no. 30

Thanks to: Jago Uff, Yr 4

Drape
2018
Silver gelatin photograph
10 x 8 inches

lot no. 31

Thanks to: Eva Stenram

Write your own script
Creative Writing for Film and TV Session with screenwriter
and director Dudi Appleton. An idea or script you may have
already written and want shaping, an interrogation of plot or
characters or to know what do next with. Or maybe you’ve
just a glimmer of an idea and would like some coaching of
how to move it forward? Here is a chance of one-on-one
sessions (2x2hr) with Dudi. (Dudi has written and directed
for BBC, AMC, HBO, Sky and Channel 4, and has collaborated
with Ridley Scott and Oliver Stone.
Conditions: Use by end of summer term 2018
Thanks to: Laliv Appleton Yr 2

lot no. 28

Jane Roe Kitchen
Dinner for two people: 2 main courses and 1 bottle house
wine

lot no. 33

Conditions: Valid until 31.10.18
Thanks to: Jane Roe Kitchen

Perfect portrait
Immo Klink is a famous photographer who has photographed
the likes of Vivienne Westwood, Eddie Redmayne and Chloe
Sevigny to name just a few. And he is offering to take your
portrait too. http://immoklink.com

lot no. 34

Conditions: High resolution print delivered to you. Two weeks
notice.
Thanks to: Immo Klink

Quelques lieues sous la Mer
“Quelques lieues sous la Mer” (Corail) Plaque: 20x 20; Paper:
30x 30 Engraving on zinc, Etching Paper: Hannemulh 250g

lot no. 35

Thanks to: Elizabeth Compain

Get the Shot Story - Eastern Boy
Get the Shot Story 0008- Eastern Boy #04 from the
eponymous series by netcius - Sandra von Lucius photo/
graphy. (photo.netcius.net)
Limited edition print (20 + 2)
56 cm x 37cm mounted on aluminium
Thanks to: Sandra von Lucius

lot no. 36

Andrewes House
Artist: Stefi Orazi Title: Andrewes House, Barbican Date:
2016 Dimensions: 240 x 342mm, framed Medium: Giclée
print, signed on reverse Graphic designer Stefi Orazi
is known for her bright, minimal posters of Golden Lane
Estate, the Barbican and other modernist landmarks. This is
a beautiful image of Andrewes House, printed as an archival
quality giclée print and signed by the artist.

lot no. 37

Thanks to: Stefi Orazi

Autumn
Art Title: Autumn By Jiyaa Shah Beautiful Autumn Scene
painting in acrylic on canvas by Jiyaa Shah from Year 6. The
lovely autumn sun shining through the fall trees. Canvas
dimensions - 25x30cm

lot no. 38

Conditions: Please collect by end of May 2018
Thanks to: Jiyaa Shah Year 6

Nightjar
We would like to invite you to our prohibition era speakeasy
bar Nightjar for two splendid cocktails and a Live Music show
any Sunday-Wednesday. The Nightjar is 2016-17 award
winner of designmynight.com; “Descend the stairs and be
prepared to be enchanted by a 1920’s scene of candlelit
tables, glorious tin cup cocktails, and crooning jazz and
swing bands soundtracking your evening. There is no other
London, let alone Shoreditch bar like this”.

lot no. 39

Thanks to: The Nightjar

RT type London Bus
RT type London Bus An Illustration of the iconic RT type
London Bus, the predecessor to the Routemaster. RT (Regent
Type) busses ran from 1939 through to 1979 and almost
7,000 were produced. The framed archival print measures
420mm x 297mm.
Thanks to: Russell Bell

lot no. 40

Homemade cake
A delicious Chocoate and Banana loaf cake.

lot no. 41

Conditions: Use by July 2018
Thanks to: Isobel Quinn Yr 5

See the sights - street art stroll
Take an eye-opening walk around Shoreditch and Brick Lane
with street art enthusiast Loic. This is a private tour for five
to six people and you’ll not only see giant murals but also
miniatures and hidden art in the unknown alleys and nooks
and crannies of EC1.

lot no. 42

Conditions: To be taken before the end of September 2018 on a
Sunday morning.
Thanks to: Loic Fossiez

Be a trillionaire
Be a trillionaire! A brand new and real 10 trillion dollars note
(from Zimbabwe...).

lot no. 43

Conditions: I will bring the note at the auction.
Thanks to: Loic Fossiez

Wonderful websites
1 Hour Website Consultation. We will meet to discuss your
website, your current SEO and online marketing strategy
and post review we will suggest possible improvement /
enhancements for the site going forward.

Thanks to: Xanda Ltd

lot no. 44

Swedish delight
Alexis will bake you a delicious ‘Toscakaka’, a very popular
cake in Swedish households. Contains almonds and wheat/
gluten.

lot no. 45

Conditions: Use by the end of the school year
Thanks to: Alexis McCarthy, Yr 1

Reflection
Framed artwork:
6 inches

Reflection C-type photograph 2018 8 x

lot no. 46

Thanks to: Isadora McCarthy, Yr 4

Creation of scents
Always wanted to know how a fragrance is created? Come
along for an insight into the fragrance development world
with a lesson on how fragrances are built from the Global
Head of Fragrance at Jo Malone

lot no. 47

Conditions: Use by the end of the school year July 2018
Thanks to: Celine Roux Forster

Boxing time
Test your strength, and agility - or just calmly deal with your
inner rage with two Thai boxing classes.

Thanks to: Donal Lennon

lot no. 48

Park & Sons
Framed screen print by ex Prior Weston pupil Oscar
Parkinson, about to study art foundation at Kingston

lot no. 49

Conditions: Available on the evening
Thanks to: Oscar Parkinson

Barbican before the Blitz
Barbican before the Blitz A fascinating framed map of the
area around the Barbican, showing how it looked before the
Blitz of 1940. Meticulously redrawn from the Ordnance Survey
of 1916, with the 40 acre Barbican Estate and Arts Centre
overlaid on top. The framed archival print measures 70cm x
50cm.

lot no. 50

Thanks to: Russell Bell

Spaghetti Junction: Gravelly Hill Interchange
Screenprinted in white and silver ink on Kingfisher Blue
Kaskad in an edition of 40, 2016, 500 x 700mm, framed
The original spaghetti junction in Birmingham opened in
1972. Encompassing 18 routes in total, it was built to connect
the M6, A38(M), A38 and A5127 north of the city centre. The
resulting tangled form was given the ‘spaghetti junction’ label
by a journalist at the Birmingham Evening News for obvious
reasons. The name stuck and nowadays few know its real
name – Gravelly Hill Interchange.

lot no. 51

Thanks to: Melissa Price

Sur la Mer
A weekend stay (2 or 3 nights) at our house in Montreuil
sur Mer, about an hour’s drive from Calais. 6 bedrooms,
2 bathrooms, sleeps 12 people. The house is in a pretty
historic walled town close to long beaches and lovely walks.
Conditions: Subject to availability, please check with Anna and
book before the May half term 2019. You’ll need to bring your own
bedlinen and towels.
Thanks to: Anna Parkinson (Frank’s mum Piccadilly Y3)

lot no. 52

Broad beans
A broad beans watercolour

lot no. 53

Thanks to: Betty Parkinson

The biggest slide in London
A gift e-voucher to the slide at The ArcelorMittal orbit family ticket - 2 adults and 2 children.

lot no. 54

Conditions: Use by 17/12/2018
Thanks to: Juliana Beaudette Drummond

Glorious gooners
Two Arsenal tickets to a home premier league game at
the Emirates. Any league game in the 2018/19 season.
Unfortunately we can’t guarantee the result.

lot no. 55

Conditions: Please let me know as soon as you can which match you
would like to attend.
Thanks to: Louise Ketley

Look up, mushrooms
Here is a unique opportunity to win an original piece by
street artist Christiaan Nagel who brightens up Shoreditch
and many other cities with his trademark, colorful mushroom
sculptures, which he places high up on nearly inaccessible
buildings. Christiaan, a local to the East End set up his first
mushroom at Old Street roundabout 10 years ago and now
have works showing internationally in cities including Berlin,
Los Angeles, NYC, Melbourne, Cape Town, Krakow. See more
at http://christiaannagel.co.uk
40 cm high. Year: 2011 (It’s from Christiaan’s first show in 2011 so
quite a special one). Material: Polyurethane, Resin and Aerosol.
Thanks to: Christiaan Nagel

lot no. 56

Limited edition print from Turner Prize Winner
An original, framed limited edition screenprint by Turner
Prize winner Jeremy Deller and renowned graphic designer
Fraser Muggeridge. The print measures 22 x 61 cm including
the frame. It is based on the design of a banner which
was displayed on Bowater House as part of the exhibition
‘Spectres of Modernism’, see lot 59 for details.

lot no. 57

Thanks to: Spectres of Modernism

Spic-and-Span!
We promise to keep the school library tidy for a whole term.

lot no. 58

Thanks to: Ella Ivy Davis (YR3), Frank Godsmark (YR3) and William
Karvandi Smith (YR3)

Children need sunlight to grow - Gavin Turk and
Deborah Curtis

lot no. 59

A bright yellow vinyl banner printed with the slogan ‘children
need sunlight to grow’. The banner measures 130 cm
x 400cm. The slogan is the work of artists Gavin Turk
and Deborah Curtis and the graphic design is by Fraser
Muggeridge Studio. The banner was displayed last autumn
opposite Prior Weston School on Bowater House as part of the
exhibition ‘Spectres of Modernism’, which protested against
Taylor Wimpey’s luxury development The Denizen which
has planning permission for a site opposite the Golden Lane
Campus. ‘Spectres of Modernism’ was widely reviewed in the
international press. See website for more details and images:
https://spectresofmodernism.wordpress.com/
Thanks to: Spectres of Modernism

Head teacher for the day
Who wouldn’t want to be in charge for one day. Jo is offering
an amazing day to run the school with her.
Conditions: No top secret school or personal details to be shared.
Thanks to: Jo Pettifor

lot no. 60
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Wonderful pictures
Daffodils
Daffodils 2018 pencil on paper A4

lot no. 61

Thanks to: Isadora McCarthy, Yr 4

Grandma’s peony
A watercolour of a tree peony by Frank Godsmark’s
grandmother. (Y3 Piccadilly)

lot no. 62

Thanks to: Betty Parkinson

La Gomera
La Gomera, Waterfront Boats, Acrylic on paper by Jack Parker
approx 18 x 12 ins

lot no. 63

Thanks to: Jack Parker

Prawn painting
An original watercolour and ink painting of a prawn.

Thanks to: Betty Parkinson

lot no. 64

Lucky cat
A beautiful picture of a very lucky cat

Thanks to: Elsie Bell, Yr 3

lot no. 65

Beautiful bakes
Christmas buns
Bakers dozen of freshly baked buns. A selection of Swedish
Christmas buns. Saffron and Cinnamon - baked by authentic
Swedish mother-in-law.

lot no. 66

Conditions: To be baked and supplied a week before Christmas.
Thanks to: Jo Pettifor

Yummy lemon drizzle
Homemade lemon drizzle cake, made by me and my daddy.

lot no. 67

Thanks to: Melody Martin Yr 1

Scrumptious madelines
24 home baked madeleines. It’s light, spongy, sweet and
imbued to evoke powerful memories.
Conditions: Call my mum to arrange. Collect from school or home
delivery.
Thanks to: Georgia Head-Ilias, Yr 3

lot no. 68

Keep fit
Swimmers only
Fancy a dip at Ironmonger Row baths? Fancy going every day
for a week, for free? One week of free swimming for 1 person

lot no. 69

Conditions: One week from first use
Thanks to: Ironmonger Row Swimming Pool Ironmonger Row
Swimming Pool

Keep fit
One month’s free membership for Golden Lane Sport &
Fitness

lot no. 70

Conditions: Card to be picked up from Golden Lane Sport & Fitness.
One month membership will begin from collection of card.
Thanks to: Golden Lane Sport & Fitness

Swimming - hone your technique
Two half hour swimming lessons for a child or a one hour
lesson for an adult with Jill Mose at Golden Lane Sport &
Fitness Leisure Centre.

lot no. 71

Conditions: To be used by 1st September 2018 at a mutually
convenient time.
Thanks to: Jill Mose Golden Lane Sport & Fitness, Fusion

Anyone for tennis
One hour tennis coaching session with LTA level 4 coach
Marvin Bramble. One-to one or group lesson (up to 4 people)
at Golden Lane Sport & Fitness.
Conditions: To be used by 1st October 2018 at a mutually
convenient time.
Thanks to: Miragushi Performance Sports Training

lot no. 72

Breakfast, lunch and dinner
Glorious hamper
The hamper consists of 8 butter cookies, Swiss Praline
chocolates, Apple & Blackcurrant Squash, Orange Squash,
Digestive biscuits, Chocolate Digestive, Cornflake bites,
Tomato bites, Rocky Road bites, Rich tea fingers and a Fruit
shortcakes.

lot no. 73

Conditions: Available on the evening
Thanks to: Waitrose Whitecross Street

Breakfast delivered
Have a brighter and fuller start to your weekend with french
croissants delivered to your front door.

lot no. 74

Conditions: Call my mum to arrange for date and details
Thanks to: Paula Head-Ilias, Yr 1

Bursting with Burritos
Burrito for the family (up to 6 burritos) from the green Burrito
van in Whitecross Street Market. Choice of beef, pork,
chicken, veggie and vegan burritos

lot no. 75

Conditions: Maximum of 6 burritos Collect Mon-Fri 11.30-2 pm
Thanks to: Luardos Mexivan

Noodle nosh
Ramen lunch or dinner
Ramen lunch or dinner for 2 at
Monohon Ramen, a fine and authentic Japanese restaurant
on Old Street (five stars on google review). 1 drinks each
included.
Conditions: Use by end of October 2018.
Thanks to: Monohon Ramen Monohon Ramen - Japanese restaurant
on 102 Old Street

lot no. 76

Best Ethiopian Food in London
Ethiopian food freshly made in Borough Market Gluten free
Vegetarian Combo: Medium spiced lentils, yellow peas in
aromatic sauce, cabbage and carrot in a sweet and sour sauce
and green beans and carrot.
Chicken Combo: Breast thigh stew served with two options
from the vegetarian dishes.
Beef Combo: medium spiced flank steak and two options
from the vegetarian dishes.
Combo can be served with with Ethiopian traditional bread
(injera) or rice.

lot no. 77

Conditions: available Monday to Saturdays only
Thanks to: Alexa Tesfu Haile Ethiopian Flavours

Three times healthier
Three free lunches from the Salad Kitchen on Whitecross
Street. What could be healthier

lot no. 78

Thanks to: Sam Cole The Salad Kitchen

Beautiful Bibento
A working weeks worth of free lunches - or five to spread
out across a few weeks. Either way you choose to do it,
scrumptious lunches from Bibento on Whitecross Street
Market

lot no. 79

Conditions: Contact Emi to arrange
Thanks to: Emi Kamio, Bibento

Artillery Arms
Dinner for two and a bottle of wine

Thanks to: Artillery Arms Artillery Arms

lot no. 80

More more more
Winnie the Poo’s favourite lot
Two 454g/1lb jars of honey made by my gran’s bees. The
honey is local set honey from mixed fields and farms in
Sutton Coldfield.

lot no. 81

Thanks to: William Karvandi-Smith, Yr 3

Crazy golf
A full set of junior golf clubs from the team that do tennis
coaching at school - amazing lot.

lot no. 82

Thanks to: Sports training education Sports training education ltd

Gliding around on the ice
It may be summer, but you can still ice skate with these girls
white leather ice skates. Perfect for someone with size 33
feet

lot no. 83

Conditions: Collect from Donna
Thanks to: Donna Roe

Summer is coming
For those of us that love wandering around on a sunny day,
but prefer to stay in the shade this Indian hand painted sun
parasol is just what you need.
Conditions: Collect from Sherrine
Thanks to: Sherrine Ricketts

lot no. 84

Kitchen delight
The best gift for any budding master chef. This is a pink
toddler kitchen in great condition.

lot no. 85

Conditions: To be picked up at Fortune Park
Thanks to: Roberta

Budgie Cage
a budgie cage! good size, good quality rectangular budgie/
bird cage with feeding/water trays, ladder, mirror, bell, swing
etc. Home for a budgie : )

lot no. 86

Conditions: collect from us - nearby Prior Weston.
Thanks to: Lizzy Le Quesne

Multi-coloured printing
HP Deskjet 3000 Inkjet Colour Printer Brand new in Box!
The HP Deskjet 3000 Inkjet Colour Printer with Mono LCD
display is compact, Wi-Fi enabled, convenient and easy to
use.

lot no. 87

Conditions: Collect before end of May 2018
Thanks to: Dhwani Shah

Bottle of Armagnac
A presentation case with a bottle of X.O. Château de Laubade
appellation contrôlée Bas Armagnac with two brandy glasses.
A quality Armagnac worth £60.

Thanks to: Tim Godsmark

lot no. 88

Lovely cup of coffee
Kinto SCS04 4 cup slow coffee brewer. Drip coffee is widely
regarded as the ultimate way to enjoy your speciality coffee
and this is the top of the range Kinto coffee brewer set.

lot no. 89

Thanks to: Tim Parker

Wilfa waffles
A Norwegian waffle iron of the top brand Wilfa that produces
the best heart-shaped morsels. The waffles can be whizzed
up quickly and are delicious served with jam and cream. The
iron also comes with a tried and tested recipe as well as a
couple of bags of yummy ready-mix.

lot no. 90

Thanks to: Vibeche Dart

Choose your own art
£60 to spend in East End prints. You just need to choose
one you want. Www.eastendprints.co.uk

lot no. 91

Conditions: Dec-18
Thanks to: East End Prints

Chess moves
Chess champion Isadora McCarthy offers one hour of chess
coaching - whether you know how to play or not!
Conditions: Use by the end of the school year.
Thanks to: Isadora McCarthy, Yr 4

lot no. 92

Knight takes King
I am giving a promise of a chess lesson. I go to Barnet Nights
and I have a grade of 21 or 31. Your rating is how they
measure how good you are and I think that you have to be a
2000 to be a Grand Master. I teach all ages, players and non
players and anyone else.

lot no. 93

Conditions: It is easiest for me if it is on the holidays, (not Fridays
or Saturdays) otherwise Tuesdays
Thanks to: Jane Liddle Scott, Yr 3

Saturdays are for learning
SIX, yes that’s right, six one hour primary school lessons in
either Spanish, French or Art worth £42

lot no. 94

Thanks to: Livingston Primary School Hub for Learning

Forever improving
Another six one hour primary school lessons - this time
English, Maths and Science

lot no. 95

Thanks to: Livingston Primary School Hub for Learning

Pet care
We will very carefully look after your (small /indoor) animal at
our home for a weekend while you are away!
Conditions: Before the next auction
Thanks to: Leonie (Y3), Elliott (Y6) & Achille (Y9)

lot no. 96

Hola!
Holiday Survival Spanish crash course Thinking of going to
Spain for the summer? Would you like to be able to order
food, shop or have a basic conversation in Spanish while
there? I can teach you the basics in four one-hour long
lessons and give you a booklet to take with you. Hasta pronto
amigos!

lot no. 97

Thanks to: Eszter Solyom

Pet care too
We will feed and look after your cat or other small furry
creature (in your home) for up to a week while you are away.
References given!

lot no. 98

Conditions: No dogs please! At a mutually convenient time. Within
a 10 minute walk of Prior Weston.
Thanks to: Oscar Parkinson (Yr 13) and Alfred Godsmark (Yr 11)

Flat pack rage?
If building your own flat pack drives you mad, you need
former Prior Weston pupils, who will help you put together a
piece of flat pack furniture. Or they’ll help you with a handy
lifting job about the house or garden for up to 2 hours.

lot no. 99

Conditions: After we finish our exams this June and at a time to suit
you.
Thanks to: Oscar Parkinson (Yr 13) and Alfred Godsmark (Yr 11)

Appletastic
Do you use Apple products and services but aren’t realising
their potential? Do you need help synchronising data and
media between Macintosh, iPhone, iPad or Apple Watch?
Setting up data backup? Managing your entertainment media?
Finding the best app for the job? Using email effectively?
Getting value from social media? Creating Websites and
online publishing? If so, Spy Genius is what you need.
www.spy.co.uk
Conditions: Nico is offering two hours of Spy Genius daytime,
evening or weekend. Use within one year of the auction.
Thanks to: Spy Genius Spy Genius

lot no. 100

notes

Auction Of Promises Raffle Prizes
iPad, donated by JF Technology (UK) Ltd
Waterproof Polaroid IF045 Digital camera, thanks to Dhwani Shah
Lange Paris Home Spa Microdermabrasion System
£50 Côte Brasserie Voucher, thanks to Côte Brasserie
Wagamama goodies (cook book, £15 voucher, speciality beer), thanks to Wagamama
A pampering bag of Jo Malone London products, thanks to Celine Roux Forster

Prior Weston School & Children’s Centre

Auction of PROMISES

Win an iPad
32GB (wi-fi version)
& other prizes including:
D igit a l C a m era
L a n g e Ho m e Sp a
£ 5 0 C ô t e B r a s s e r ie Vou c her

Tickets £1*
Raffle will be drawn at the auction
night on 11th of May. Winning number
will be displayed in school on 14th of May.
Prize to be collected before the 18th of
May.

iPad kindly donated by JF Technology
(UK) Ltd
* Tickets will not be sold to anyone
under 18.

